
PERCEPTION



Our brain uses a set of methods and shortcuts while processing and 
organizing the things we see. Knowing and understanding these methods 
is a crucial element to a successful user interface design. 

Rules of perception are perceptive mechanisms our mind uses to connect 
and organize partial information into a coherent whole. They're the 
top-level design knowledge that we can also use unknowingly. Many of 
the methods are common sense.  

The underlying idea for our perceptive mechanisms is that the brain 
subconsciously tries to connect the dots and see an image as a whole,  
instead of a subset of smaller elements. We group and connect similar 
objects and easily differentiate things that don't belong in the group.   

While designing the UI, our goal should be to do so consciously. We need 
to be able to back our decisions with facts. Why did we create this 
element in a specific way? What was the reasoning behind it?

Knowing the rules of perception can make it a lot easier to explain our 
choices and will help with avoiding many common mistakes. Applying that 
knowledge will make our designs better and easier to understand.      



“Our brain is always trying to 
fill the gaps.”



The Rule of Proximity
Objects placed close to each other are automatically understood to be a 
group. Placing them farther apart will give the impression that they're  
entirely separate entities.   

In UI design, we can use the rule of proximity to group similar components 
together and organize the general layout. It works well for the main 
navigation, cards, buttons, content, and icons. You can use whitespace to 
move different elements further apart, creating a natural hierarchy. Proper 
hierarchy helps with scanning and understanding the different types of 
the displayed information. 

It's one of the essential rules that directly affect the usability of the 
interface. A product not adhering to this rule (and using random distances 
instead) will be chaotic and much harder to understand.   



The Rule of Similarity
All visually similar objects are considered a part of a group. All elements 
that are different visually, our brain sees as individual objects. 

features like color, shape, size, texture, or position in space. Some of 
these features we process much faster than others. The strongest 
similarity is with color, then size and shape.  

Keep in mind that an object drastically different than everything else (an 
anomaly) won't be able to fit into any existing group - making it very 
visible. You can use this differentiation effect to make your Call to Actions 
more visible.  



The Rule of Closure
A set of objects can naturally form a recognizable shape. All the empty 
spaces between those objects we subconsciously fill. It means our brain 
finishes incomplete shapes for us by adding the missing parts.   

You can use the rule of closure in many 
different ways. One example is a dotted 
or dashed arrow. Our brain fills the blank 
spaces and connects the dots. We 
perceive the result, not as a set of dots 
or dashes, but rather a full line. 

It also helps to discern more abstract 
shapes in icons and give them meaning. 
Most icons are purposefully simple not to 
overload us with information, and our 
brain fills in the blanks.    

Another excellent example of the 
subconscious connecting of empty 
spaces is the WWF Logo Panda shape or 
the IBM logo, where dashed lines form 
the letters.     



Screen

The Rule of Symmetry
Objects aligned symmetrically, we understand as connected, no matter 
the space between them. Once there's symmetry, there's order,  and we 
are very quick to see and understand that.   

Our brain loves symmetry! All objects that are symmetrically aligned are 
more visually satisfying and are considered more beautiful. Some say that 
symmetry is the aesthetic of fools, and while this may be true in print and 
graphic design, it is not the case in UI. Symmetry is king.    

Just as with the rule of proximity, asymmetric placement of an object will 
make it instantly stand out.  



The Rule of Continuity
Objects aligned along a continuous line are also naturally grouped. Our 
brain is always looking for the smoothest path to follow. That's why when 
using the rule of continuity, make sure the line (or curve) is uniform and 
predictable. The more uniform the line, the easier the resulting shape will 
be to identify correctly.  

When designing an interface, we use the rule of continuity in a couple of 
ways. One of them is aligning the content of a side-scrolling carousel. We 
tend to scan the similar content types by following the text from left to 
right and jumping between the carousel boxes. 

Continuity also helps when designing the vertical rhythm. Similar types of 
content should always be aligned to the same edge. An out of place 
element breaking the continuity will naturally slow down our scanning.      

Above, you can see two examples of scanning a 
page from top to bottom. In the right-side 

column, a lonely, out of place element breaks 
the flow. 

Sharp corners are slightly slower to process, as 
our eye has to pause and 90-degree turn on 

each side. A smoother, rounded edge will help 
our eye go around much faster.    



The Common Fate Rule
Objects moving in the same direction, with the same velocity, are 
considered to be a group.  

One of the use-cases of this rule is the V-formation of birds. Even though 
there are many birds in the formation, we see the entire shape as one, 
more significant, moving object.

This rule is helpful when designing carousels, dropdown lists, or animating 
objects onto the screen during transitions.  

For example, our eye follows the content of a horizontally scrolling 
carousel. It also follows a dropdown list as it expands down. 



Hick’s Law, Miller’s Law
The more options to choose from (and the more complex they are), the 
harder it is to make a choice. (Hick's Law)

Our minds can only process around 7 (+/- 2) objects at the same time. 
(Miller's Law) 

TRY IT NOW

BUY IT NOW CREATE ACCOUNT BROWSE GALLERY SHARE WITH FRIENDS

DOWNLOAD THE APP WATCH THE VIDEO SEE MORE

According to Hick's Law, the number of possible choices should be 
limited. Having too many things to choose from can cause disorientation 
and irritation in users. As a result, the user can skip taking action 
altogether or take a lot longer to do so.  

The ability to process information is directly tied to the cognitive load It's 
the amount of information our brain can process at a time. It varies from 
person to person, but a popular range is somewhere around seven 
elements (Miller's Law). The higher the number of items, the longer the 
time needed to process them. The result is being less likely to choose at 
all. 

While designing, try not to exceed seven options, and for optimal results, 
try keeping it between four and five. That means the number of main 
navigation items, number of buttons in a component, dropdown choices, 
or carousel slides. When giving the user choice, it's good to highlight the 
most popular or recommended option as well.  It often leads to much 
faster decision making. 



Figure and Background
We instinctively differentiate between an object and a background. 

Since most interfaces are using layers, we end up with objects and some 
form of background (or backgrounds). While looking at our design, the 
user tries to discern the background from all the essential, actionable 
elements. 

To avoid confusion and breaking hierarchy, we need to define all the 
elements of our interface clearly. The background shouldn't be too busy, 
as it can steal attention away from the foreground. Less important objects 
and functionalities should be less visible and noticeably different from the 
important ones.       

You can use contrast, position, and shadows to help the user 
differentiate the foreground and the background.  



The Aesthetic Usability Effect
A visually attractive (high aesthetic) product is often seen as more 
useful. 

According to this rule, a modern, symmetrical, and overall beautiful 
interface will have a more positive effect on the user. The user can 
outright ignore some usability problems if the visuals give a good enough 
first impression. 

The feeling of using a high quality, polished product stays with the user 
much longer than the perceived ease of use. Of course, the product itself 
has to be usable, as the aesthetic usability effect only works if there's 
already some usability. A beautiful interface won't help if the product 
doesn't work at all. 

But the main reason why we should work on aesthetics is building trust. A 
high quality, polished interface helps to build the trust of our users. A 
design that looks chaotic and ugly will make the users feel unsafe. Even 
when they can't name the exact visual problems, they see that something 
is wrong with the product or that the product is half-baked. The high 
quality of UI is especially crucial for banking, finance, and medical apps. 
Everywhere we need to give out personal information or where there is 
money involved.              



The Serial Position
We always remember the first and last object in a group best. 

The most relevant content or objects should always be placed either first 
or last in a group. Our brain will remember them much better, and they will 
also catch a lot more attention than if they were placed randomly 
between other elements. It's an important rule to consider when building 
navigation, dropdown lists, or any marketing or sales materials.

VON RESTROFF’S ISOLATION EFFECT

In a group of similar-looking objects, we always remember the one that 
doesn't match the rest.       

You can use this rule in many ways. One of the most popular isolation 
effect is with CTA (Call to Action) buttons. By making them a different 
color or size (or both) than all the other buttons on the screen, we make 
them naturally stand out and catch attention.    


